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Chairman’s Report

Frederick J Stroiney - Chairman, Board of Directors

"The Next 75 years"
75 is an important number for me & our
Museum. I am in my 75th year and so is the CT
Trolley Museum. Although I can't look forward to
another 75 years, our Museum can, with your
help. There have been many volunteers that have
worked to bring our Museum to this point starting
with three incorporators, with no track &
equipment, to a very good main campus, 1.5
miles of main line track & a right of way that
goes into the Scantic River watershed, an
impressive Visitor Center, an operating fleet that
is impressive, and display pieces explaining the
growth of electric traction over the years.

meet for our families thereby not allowing for
volunteer time that which has kept our Museum
functioning well in the past.
A 75th Anniversary Committee has been formed
consisting of older & younger volunteers to make
2015 a celebration of the past. The 20 or so
volunteers are either relearning what they have
forgotten about concerning the Museum's past,
or learning what we never knew in the case of
our younger or newer members. Please thank the
committee members when you join us the
weekend of August 14, 15 & 16, 2015 for the
planned festivities.

This is the start of the next 75 years of our
organization. It will be different. It is clear that we
will need to operate the organization more as a
business entity than a volunteer organization.
The knowledgeable individuals that volunteered
over the past 75 years will no longer be available
for the next 75 years. Many of us have to work
longer hours at our paying jobs to make ends

Your Board of Directors are starting on a 5 year
strategic plan as I write this report. The goal, with
your support, will be to accomplish reasonable
corporate goals towards a viable entity for the
next 75 years.
Thank you all for your support on behalf of
myself & the Entire Board of Directors.

Chris Shaw, Tim Lesniak, Xian Clere and Galen Semprebon
during the Beer & Wine Tasting Event in May.
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President’s Report

Galen Semprebon - President
I would like to start out by thanking everyone
Company closed car #1326 continued. A lot of
who made 2014 the successful year that it was.
work was accomplished and the body is nearing
The museum continued to operate at a
completion. Work also continued on Brooklyn
professional level, and the progress made all
single truck car #169. #169 is being worked on
around the museum in 2014 has made a real
to allow it to be put inside the visitor center on
difference.
display. Work also continued on the Northern
Ohio Traction & Light private car The Northern.
Work on the track in 2014 was one of the major
This is the winter project when it is too cold to
accomplishments of the year. Almost 500 ties
work in the shop.
were installed in the main line, timbers installed
and work completed on Hancock siding, and over
200’ of main line was completely reconstructed
in the area of the section houses and members
crossing. In addition to the track work in the
members crossing area, new traction wiring was
installed for the ground return to the
powerhouse, trees removed, and the entire area
was cleaned up.

In 2014 we added a New Jersey Transit PCC car
#15 to the museum’s collection. The plan is to
put this car into service, particularly during
special events, to help reduce the wear on the
older equipment.

Work on the buildings accelerated in 2014. The
car shop received a new roof, which will now
allow us to move forward with plans to heat at
least a portion of the shop thereby allowing work
on the trolley cars to continue year round in the
shop.
Kelly barn received a new green panel front in
conjunction with the repairs to the framing
around the doors to tracks 2 and 3. These
repairs were required due to the pole
replacement that occurred in December 2013 for
the pole that held the doors between tracks 2
and 3.
Work began on the Northern barn in 2014. The
west track was removed, and over 2’ of fill was
placed to raise the grade. Once the weather and
snow clears this spring, work should be resuming
on re-constructing this track.
Work on the trolleys continued in 2014. The first
priority of the car shop is the maintenance of the
operating fleet. This year, cars 4, 355, 836,
2600, 5645, 16 and 451 were maintained in
service. 451 presented many challenges this
year and received the most attention. In addition
to maintenance, the restoration of Connecticut

Car No. 836 Westbound approaching Winkler Rd.
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In 2014, there was a significant amount of
additional historical materials added to the
museum’s library collection. Back in the 1960’s,
the museum had a significant amount of
historical information pertaining to the
predecessor companies of the Connecticut
Company. The board of directors at the time
realized that the museum did not have the
proper facilities to store and care for this
information, so this material was loaned to the
University of Connecticut for storage. The
museum made inquiries in recent years, and
finally the opportunity arose to bring this material
back to the museum’s library and archives.

valuable insight into the day to day operations of
these early trolley companies.
The special events in 2014 were tremendously
successful. Easter Bunny fun day started the
year with a great day, and a lot of happy folks
visiting. We had a busy October with Pumpkin
Patch and Rails to the Darkside creating the
Halloween spirit for kids and adults. Winterfest
wrapped up the year with an absolutely stellar
event. The weather was with us for Winterfest,
and this was by far the busiest Winterfest in
many years.
Thanks again to each and every one of our
hundreds of volunteers who helped in every facet
of the museum from operations, maintenance,
administrative, special events, and all the other
various projects that help keep the museum
running on a daily basis. Together we have made
2014 one of the most successful years that the
museum has seen.

The material which totals over 100 shelf feet
included ledgers, cancelled stock certificates,
and other administrative materials from many of
the predecessor companies to the Connecticut
Co. This information, some of which dates back
to when trolleys were pulled by horses, coupled
with the payment receipts and other information
already in the museum’s archives, provides a

Car No. 5645 Eastbound Crossing Winkler Road.
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Treasurer’s Report
Steve Taylor - Treasurer

The Association had a great year in 2014. Net
Income, before depreciation $117,722 which
was $71,604 better than 2013. +155.3%. Rails
to the Darkside brought in $52,519, which was
$4,715 down from last year, or -8.2%.

Because we continue to be good with our money,
things continuing to happen around the museum,
repairs to buildings, cars, and moving the
museum into the future. Things are starting to
happen and we need you to be involved to help
us reach our goals.

Receipts for Pumpkin Patch were $21,859
up +$4,174 or +23.6%.
General admissions were up +10.5%
compared to last year at $41,963.
Winterfest income was $72,033 which
was +31.2% over last year. An increase
in group sales and food sales.
The biggest growth overall to our special
events that we are now a destination for
groups, and this trend continues to be
true.
Gift shop sales were $24,632 which was
+6.0% to last year.
Membership is down -$1,275 or 6.8%.
Library Passes up $900 or +26.1%.
Total Income was +36.9% over last year.
We had a bad year on Birthday parties
which were down $3,050 from last year.
-24.2%. However, with the scheduled
return to operations of car No. 1326 and
the completion of dining car
improvements birthday party bookings
should increase in 2015.

The guest operator program was not
Chairman Fred Stroiney Keying into Track 2 at North Road Station.
moving down the track to well this year,
Get involved today… Some big things are
flat compared to last year. Please continue
coming and we need your help to shape where
promote the program these people are our future
we go tomorrow.
operators, as we continue to grow we will need
more people.
What will you be doing this year?
On the expense side, our utilities were up
$4,446 or +11.2%. This was mostly because we
had such a cold winter. Total expenses were
+16.0%.

This will be a great year, 2015, as the museum
celebrates its 75th Anniversary.
Thank you, Thank you, Thank you, to all of the
many, many volunteers that made 2014 a very
successful year.
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Visitor’s Experience

Carol Zenczak - Manager/Visitor Experience Coordinator
2014 was a year we went above and beyond. It
was quite an undertaking for us, something I’m
sure businesses with paid employees would
never take on yet our volunteers did it all!

England Air Museum allowing our members to
visit there at no charge and their members were
able to visit us.
We hosted the Antique Tool & Trade of
Connecticut group who had their annual meeting
on the grounds complete with a tailgating swap
meet. The antique car group, “New England
Circle Tours” added us as one of their stops and
L & M Tours brought us a group of seniors from
New York who just loved our museum. In
September we invited the Chamber of Commerce
for Business after Hours, always a fun loving
group.

The number of guests who visit us continues to
grow, this year we welcomed 23,500 visitors.
We started the season with 288 children visiting
the Easter Bunny, followed by 36 moms who
rode the trolley free with their children on
Mother’s Day and 44 dads who did the same on
Father’s Day. We hosted 36 birthday parties, a
bridal shower, a large Christmas party and a
smaller children’s holiday party. 1,514
individuals visited us thanks to the Library
Museum Pass program. Again this year we were
part of the Blue Star Museum Program giving
military personal and their family free admission
during the summer months. We welcomed 26
Blue Star guests in July and 44 in August, our
small way of saying thank you to our military for
their service. During July and August we were
also part of the reciprocal program with New

“As Schools Match Wits” and “Cruisin New
England” both visited and shot segments for their
television shows along with an independent
filmmaker who has promised he will let us know
when his film will be released. He was
accompanied by two actors and shot film of them
riding the trolley cars. Some day we may make it
to the silver screen.

Tim Lesniak during the taping of the WGBY program As School Match Wits.
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We distributed information at the National Train
Show, The Scout Expo in Bridgeport, Heritage
Day in South Windsor and the Big E. The state
Brochure Swap was also attended by us.

We needed over 1,100 pumpkins at our patch for
all the children in October and Santa gave out
over 2,350 gifts during Winterfest. We scared
plenty of visitors during Rails to the Darkside
thanks once again to those that just love to
scream all night long and of course let’s not
forget Shaker Pines Fire Department who remain
an important part of that event.

We even helped to surprise two happy guests
with arranging wedding proposals.
All of this is quite an accomplishment in itself but
this is in addition to the everyday operation of
the museum. Somehow YOU, the volunteers, did
it all. So again, let me say, THANK YOU for
another very profitable year.

We enjoyed the company of the Farmers Market
on Sundays complete with fresh fruits and
vegetables and let’s not forget we had Cruise
Nights on Tuesdays through the summer
complete with trolley rides.

The Museum’s New Street Sign.
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Gift Shop

Carol Zenczak – Gift Shop Manager
The gift shop brought in a few new items in
2014, new colors in CTM sweatshirts and t-shirts.
New “train” books and DVD were also added.
The hot sellers are small items that people buy to
remember their trip: magnets, post cards and
CTM tokens. Children love any kind of train that
moves whether pushed or battery operated and
engineer hats are also one of the favorites.

some of our operators through this program and
we are always looking for more.
The hopes for 2015 is to add items for our
anniversary celebration but also to bring in new
adult trolley/train books and hopefully some
“made in Connecticut” items for all to enjoy and
purchase. We are also looking into a series of
children’s books “Boxcar Children” that we hope
to carry. We never give up looking for trolley
related items and books, which have proved to
be difficult to find.

Guest motorman packages were a favorite for
those looking for a different gift for that special
someone. We have been lucky enough to get

Membership Secretary’s Report
John Carter – Membership Secretary

As of December 31, 2014, the total current membership of the Association was 528.
Voting Members
- 312
Non-voting Members
- 212
Honorary Members
4
Total - 528
In 2014 the Association gained 72 new members.

Cary Artosky and Frank Rossano with Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro at the
May 14, 2014 New Haven Train Day.
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Car Shop Report

John Pelletier - Car Shop Manager
As I write this; it is about three degrees outside
and will be too cold to work in the car shop
tomorrow. So work will continue on the northern
in the visitors center. The last year saw much
progress in the shop; car 169 now has a floor,
and work on the sides is nearing completion. We
also figured out how to rebuild air governors,
and some are being rebuilt along with car 16’s
resistor banks. Shop personnel continue to gain
in our knowledge of how to maintain and repair
the equipment. Along this line I have started to
write a series of articles that will form the basis
for a shop manual for beginning trolley
mechanics.
The disappointment this year was 1326. The
shop had hoped to make better progress; but car
maintenance and repairs took up more time than
anticipated. We hope to remedy this in 2015.
Even so structural work to 1326’s roof was

completed and a rubber membrane was
installed. Also the ceiling was replaced and
painted and interior varnishing work begun.
Additionally, doors were repaired and rehung.
In related equipment, Pat got the dump truck
back into service, and kept the backhoe in
service. December saw a new roof completed on
the shop; no more trying to figure out where to
put things so they won’t get rained on.
December also saw us saying goodbye to a
friend; Mike Brenner who for the last two years
worked in the car shop as well as being an
operator; left for Minnesota, a letter from Mike in
late January says he is well, but misses everyone.
The car shop is looking forward to a productive
2015.

Car No. 1326 in our car shop undergoing restoration.
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Safety & Security

Bert Johanson – Safety and Security Officer
SAFETY
All the annual inspections required by our
insurance carrier have been performed:

2015. This is an ongoing project with the priority
for 2015 being the sub-station and Kelly Barn
circuits.

Fire extinguisher inspection and required
maintenance and building and housekeeping
inspection.

SECURITY
The extensive CCTV system at the museum
complex continues to function satisfactorily. A
new Matrix DVD unit has been donated to the
museum by a member and will be installed in
January 2015. This high definition unit will give
us clearer pictures with more detail. As the older
cameras fail they will be upgraded to HD cameras
that have become more affordable.

Overall, the museums' are doing a good job at
housekeeping.
ALARM AND SIGNAL
Routine matters pertaining to testing and
maintenance of the fire alarm system was
completed and the system was tested with the
Tolland Alarm Center; the system performed
satisfactorily. The project of replacing some of
the underground conduit will be continued in

In conclusion, I would like to thank all the
museum members who assisted me in 2014.

Car No. 836 waiting on North Road Track 1 for Winterfest passengers - December 21, 2014.
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Operations Department

Robert D. Sorozan - Superintendent of Operations
Jonathan Charow – Chief Motorman
The Operations Department has the responsibility
to train and oversee volunteer motormen,
provide volunteers for the daily operations of the
museum and assure safe practices in the
operation of our vintage fleet of trolley cars. This
is done by providing an introductory course of
study for new operators, in service training and,
when needed one on one lessons for individual
motormen. In 2014 we also had our rules exam
in which every motorman was tested on the rules
and operating practices of the museum.
We would like to emphasize the word volunteer.
Our operators are all volunteers who contribute
thousands of hours of their free time to operating
trolleys for the public. They are an important
and vital resource for the museum because,
without them, the museum would not be able to
remain open. The leadership of the operating
department is grateful to all our volunteers and
they have earned our deepest respect. We also
would like to single out and thank Carol
Czenczak, who faithfully and patiently acted as
our crew caller for the past year.
The Operations Department began a new
program in training motormen. It is a two-step
program designed to get people involved in the
operations of the museum as soon as possible.
The first step is to train conductors on safety and
rules. After the training for being a conductor,
they may then proceed on to the classes to

become a motorman. We are very excited about
this new approach to training and we believe that
the museum will benefit.
We have established goals for 2015. In addition
to the changes to the training program, we have
established a working group to revise our
Rulebook. This group has been tasked with
reviewing the old Rulebook and making
appropriate changes in light of our daily
operations at the museum. The working group
will report back with an edited rulebook by June
30, 2015. We have also raised the recruitment
and retention of new motormen to a very high
priority.
But it also needs to be stated that safety is our
highest priority. The operations department will
work with our motormen volunteers to encourage
safe practices. We will strive to encourage our
volunteers to improve their skills. The approach
of the operating department will be reeducation
if a problem arises. We pledge to our volunteer
motormen that they will always be treated with
respect.
We look forward to the year ahead. With the
support of our motormen volunteers and with the
ongoing support of the leadership of the
museum, we can expect great things for the
museum and the Operations Department.

2014 Statistics

During our scheduled 128 day operating season:
 We hosted 23,500 visitors (A 5% increase from 2013).
 1,960 round trips were operated with 36,000 passengers carried.
 35 charter groups visited.
 36 Birthday Parties were held.
 Over 16,250 volunteer hours were donated. (An 8% increase).
 Over 523 community service volunteer hours were donated. (A 15% increase).
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Web Site
Joseph F. Smith - Web Editor
The CTM website is a “What You See Is What You
Get” platform. If you view it once a year or once
a day it is what it is to you. It changes, it’s
moody, it’s active, it entertains, it is educational
and also provides a serious marketing conduit for
The Museum. It is an in depth source of
photographs, both recent and archival. It
imparts a continuity with traction subjects and
articles, local and those far removed. It attempts
to channel interesting traction activities to our
viewers and, lately, those of the Connecticut Fire
Museum as we develop a more exhaustive
presentation of our sister facility. Catch it on a

frequency that is comfortable with you - but do
catch it. View it erratically and you’ll miss many
fine photographic efforts by past and present
members and traction devotees. Take some
time to go through the entire site - ensemble find an area that most interests you. Contribute
your information, your photos, and your articles.
It is a marketing tool that has and will continue to
enhance The Museum experience for the public.
As members, your usable input will be a positive
evolution that can and will improve the reach and
style of our Internet presence.
Viva CT-TROLLEY.ORG...

Volunteer Coordinator Report
Larry Lunden - Volunteer Coordinator

This year we added 43 new volunteers to our
ranks bringing the number of Museum volunteers
up to almost 250 of which 140 are active in
helping in all aspects of the Museum’s
operations.
This year David Coppola has stepped up to take
the lead of the Maintenance of Way department.
David is in need of support and volunteers to
carry out this important function of the museum.

www.volunteersolutions.org. Links to all of them
are on the volunteer page of our web site.
Anyone who is interested in volunteering at the
Museum is encouraged to contact me. I will put
you in contact with the department heads that
will be happy to have your help.

The United Way Year of Caring program has
supplied us with volunteers. This year we had
several groups of people come to help us with
Pumpkin Patch.
The United Way has changed the web site they
are using for volunteer recruitment. Now they
are using volunteer.unitedwayinc.org. All our
opportunities have been transferred to this site,
and I am updating them with input from our
department leaders. Starting in early 2015 I
found another web site called Createthegood.org
run by AARP. I am now posting our opportunities
there also in hope of reaching more volunteers.
We are continuing to use
Mike Brenner & John Govoni painting in
the Visitors Center.
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Maintenance of Way Department
Dave Coppola - Track Superintendent
Looking back on 2014, it proved to be a very
successful year for the Connecticut Electric
Railway Maintenance of Way Department. The
beginning of the season showed slow progress as
the department began identifying and organizing
material and components, as well as constructed
a list of projects for the department. However,
with warmer weather, efforts were soon diverted
from the material yard to out on the mile and half
of mainline operations. The CERA’s mainline has

performed emergency restoration to the East
Switch of Hancock Siding. The repairs included
installing two new switch timbers, re-gauging the
spreading running rails, and finally re-tamping the
roadbed. This was a remarkable
accomplishment having begun the needed
repairs after operations on a Saturday and
finished the task before the next morning. Many
thanks go out to the volunteers of the
department, who come to the rescue time and

Mike Brenner (Center) working with the A. J. Belliveau crew replacing timbers at the East End of Hancock siding.

been continuously decaying due to lack of man
power needed to perform necessary repairs such
as tie replacement, joint repairs, and general
right-of-way maintenance. In early summer, a
small group of five committed MOW volunteers
replaced just over a dozen ties out on Newberry
Hill, as well as re-spaced and aligned Newberry
Switch West and re-tamped the roadbed to
ensure a good solid base under the track. In
addition to these quick repairs, the group also

time again for the organization.
Although the department is comprised of all
volunteer s, there are tasks that arise that are
outside our capability. The example, last year
the museum’s mainline required a lot of tie
attention. Although the department had the
replacement ties available, it was manpower that
was lacking in order replace said ties. A decision
was made in the 2014 year to hire A.J. Belliveau
Railroad Construction to come in and replace
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400+ ties along the mile and half mainline, as
well as remove and re-lay 210 feet of new rail
between the Powerhouse Crossing (Members
Crossing) and the Melrose Section House. The
job began in June and continued well into
September, working mostly on the museum’s
shutdown days as to not interrupt public
operations. When all is said and done, the bulk
of the 400+ relay ties (donated to the museum
several years back) had been installed, as well as
Hancock Siding getting a full over-haul with all
new switch timbers on the East End and
all ties replaced in the vicinity of the
siding. On top of all this work, an
estimated additional 100+ ties were
installed at various locations. Volunteers
were working alongside the entire project
and especially afterward, performing
needed tasks after the ties were replaced,
such as ballast tamping and alignment.
Such a difference can be felt when riding
down the line now.

great example to educate visitors on what a
derail is. The hope is to clean it for presentation
and display it for the public sometime in 2015.
Going into the year of 2015, the department
hopes to begin the year with a right-of-way
clearing as soon as the snow melts. This will
include the normal tree trimming, to prevent
anything from rubbing against the public
operation fleet, as well pick-up and organization
of the old ties left along the right-of-way after

By September, with the weather turning
colder, the MOW department began
prepping for the winter season, which we
normally cannot perform any track related
work due of snow. However, last year we
did receive a donation of several switch
components from East Hampton, CT.
Two pickup trucks and a trailer were
required to fetch the donated equipment,
which included high and low throw switch
stand and a very nice derail
demonstration fixture. A derail is a
device designed to protect stand along
railroad equipment from rolling free and
Looking Westbound during the complete replacement of 210 feet
merging back into active rail traffic. It’s
of mainline track at the Members Crossing.
placed atop the railhead and catches the
flange of the wheel forcing it to climb over
replacement in 2014. Several other projects are
to the outside of the rail, thus derailing the wheel
planned for further on in the year, such as reand preventing the equipment from rolling
laying track in Northern Barn and the
further. Many have never seen a derail, let along
construction of step-platforms along the line to
see how it works on the rail. The demonstration
help the operations department. All will be
fixture we received is hand operated and is a
excavated as both time and volunteers arise.
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Signals, Communications & Electric Traction (SC&ET)
John Arel - Superintendent

In Spring 2014, the SC&ET department
prioritized several important maintenance
projects that had to be completed to support a
complete rehabilitation of approximately 210’ of
track between Powerhouse (Members) Crossing
and the Section House, the only remaining
section of main line track that had not been
rebuilt since it was installed in the late 1940’s
and early 1950’s.
A.J. Belliveau Railroad Construction removed all
rail, and ties, and ballast in this area to vastly
improve drainage and stabilize the new track
construction. This complete removal of the track
and sub-ballast allowed us to install new
underground PVC conduit and eight new traction
power return cables between the main traction
return impedance (reactor) bond at the Member’s
Crossing and multiple thermite welded
connections to each rail. Many overgrown trees
that hampered maintenance and repair of the
power, signal, and communications pole line
were removed along with their stumps prior to
the installation of new track.

recently acquired red bucket truck. Two used
18” diameter pole auger bits that fit our larger
pole auger / bucket truck were donated by
United Illuminating, allowing us to now have the
ability to replace and install new telephone poles.
We also installed new batteries donated by
SC&ET Department members in the larger line
truck.
THANKS to Al Goff, Ben Wallace, Jim Day, Jim
Dickenson, and others who helped me keep our
aging SC&ET infrastructure working throughout
2014. We also appreciate the important support
of the Operating Department, Car Shop, Fire
Museum, and other volunteers who worked with
us throughout the year.

New thermite welded railhead bonds were
installed throughout this area, and elsewhere
along the main line to support the replacement
of more than 400 railroad ties between North
Road Switch and Newbury Switch. Repairs were
made to grade crossings at Borrup and Winkler
Road, North Road Interlocking, and to the overall
signal system. Our aging signal and power
systems continually need repairs, due to fallen
trees and storm damage, as does the overhead
trolley wire system. Many of our repairs were
done using Line Car S-193, which received some
long needed structural and walkway repairs from
Chris Shaw. Several aerial line repair projects
around the property were accomplished with our
John Arel using the Museum’s bucket truck while
performing repairs on the Museum’s highline.
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Al Goff, Meddy Belliveau and Galen Semprebon.

Social Media Report

Chris Shaw – Public Relations Liaison
2014 was a growing year for our Facebook page.
We gained 511 new likes from January 4, 2014December 31, 2014 bringing our total fans on
December 31 to 2,424, including 188 people
from other countries. It is important to note that
all the likes our page gained in 2014 are
“organic” likes, meaning we didn’t pay for them.
A lot of companies advertise on Facebook
specifically to gain page likes. The problem with
this is the audience is not as engaged. Another
page I manage has around 20,000 likes, 90% of
which were paid. The individual posts on this
page are seen, on average, by just as many
people as the trolley museum’s. This means the
advertising is just as effective as ours (not more),
but costs more.
Part of keeping the audience engaged is keeping
the page up to date with information that people
care about. Our most popular post of 2014 was
from December 28th. It was a Point of View

video, recorded by Dave Coppola, as if you were
riding the G-gauge layout at Winterfest. This post
had 4,160 views. If anyone has museum news
or something of interest they would like posted,
feel free to e-mail me at cshaw@ceraweb.org.
Our special event pages for Winterfest and Rails
to the Darkside also gained this year. Winterfest
doubled its fan base to 300 and Rails to the
Darkside went from 728 at the beginning of the
year to 963 by December 31st.
My goal for 2015 is for the museum’s Facebook
page to grow to 3,000 likes, Winterfest to grow to
500 and Rails to the Darkside to 1,500. Also in
2015, the CT Trolley Museum Restoration Shop
will have its Facebook page updated more
regularly to alert more people to our restoration
activities. Again, if you have news, ideas,
pictures, or anything of general interest you’d like
to see posted on our page(s), please e-mail me at
cshaw@ceraweb.org.
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Pat McCann in the Museum’s backhoe.
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